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Abstract—GESTALT is a production system interpreter designed 

for advanced automatic recognition from difficult pictorial data. 

Building recognition from leading edge high resolution SAR-data 

is a good example for such a challenge. This contribution explains 

the system itself and its application to this particular issue. 

Perceptual grouping paradigms are coded in the productions in 

order to discriminate man-made ordered structure from 

arbitrary clutter. In particular symmetry and repetitive similar 

structure render promising prospects for this application.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Automatic building recognition from high-resolution SAR 
images still poses a hard challenge for contemporary image 
processing and extraction techniques. Human observers, 
however, even if they are not very familiar with the specific 
phenomena occurring in such data, will usually perform much 
better. We conjecture that specific perceptual grouping 
capabilities and hidden cognitive mechanisms may explain the 
stunning difference in the achievements between humans and 
contemporary machines in this field. On the other hand 
methods that are summarized with the term “cognitive vision” 
have recently regained much attention in the machine vision 
community [17] and there is considerable recent interest in 
structural methods [1] as well as in grouping techniques based 
on Gestalt psychology [2][5] again.  

 This contribution attempts to outline the cooperative and or 
competitive interaction of diverse inference modules in a 
structural cognitive vision system. We call the proposed 
architecture the GESTALT-system (Grouping Evidence 
System for Treatment of Alternatives within a Layered Task-
solver). It emphasizes free combinatorial yet robust search for 
perceptual gestalts, while postponing decisions as far as can be 
afforded. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Traditional AI-Systems for Image Analysis 

Examples for traditional such reasoning systems have been 
the SIGMA-system [6] and the SCHEMA-system [3]. An 

interesting contemporary example for the combination of 
structural and statistic methods within a cognitive system 
where buildings are extracted from colored aerial imagery was 
published recently [13]. 

B. Perceptual Grouping 

Local cooperation and conflict resolving in the context of 
perceptual grouping has been treated rigorously by the use of 
perceptual inference networks (PINs) [12]. 

III. PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTION NETS 

Each production p is defined as quadruple p=( , , , ) 

(input side , constraint relation , output side , construction 

function ). A finite set of such productions is called 

production system. Component names are short symbols. For 
visualization in production-nets we use one or two extra 
explaining words. For the meaning of productions the 
following possibilities are permissible: 

• The components of  are parts of ; in this case  

gives the condition which the parts must fulfill in 
order to form the higher level gestalt.   will construct 

higher level attributes such as symmetry axis, virtual 
contours etc. 

• Some of the components of  are interpreted as being 
a context such that the other components change there 
meaning accordingly and appear as such in .  

• The components of  are interpreted as being a 
concretization of . E.g. 3D-objects meant by o  

appear as projected 2D-objects  in the pictorial 
domain.  

Part-of and context productions are present in the example 
system presented in Section III.B. A good example of a 
concretization production is given in [10]. There a production 
infers the presence and height of an elevated object from the 
layover displacements in its two appearances in two SAR 
images illuminated from different directions.   
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Figure 1.  Visualization of the example 

System as production-net 

A. Compulsory Normal Forms 

Originally  and  are arbitrary n-tuples or finite sets of 

object symbols. However, without loss of generality they may 
be restricted to the following two gestalts: 

 (1) 

 (2) 

In both cases,  is a constraint formulated on the attributes 

of the components in .”…” involved on the left hand side of 
the production form (2) denotes a set of components of 
arbitrary but finite size. The constructor function  is defined 

with the object T. Note that in (1), the two left hand side 
components can be of different classes, whereas the left hand 
side components in (2) all must be of the same class.  

B. The Example System 

Up to now most systems consisted of only a hand full of 
productions. However, future systems will be much more 
complex. In this paper we will concentrate on the system given 
in (3). It codes Gestalt principles for perceptual grouping. 

 (3) 

This uses eight different types of components: 

• P-components are single image pixels that are saliently 
brighter than their surrounding. Instances of this object-
class are constructed by feature extraction methods such 
as described in Section IV.A.2. 

• Sc-components are clusters of neighboring such P-
components. So they follow the perceptual grouping 
concept proximity. 

•  L-components are short straight line segments. 
Instances of this object-class are constructed by feature 
extraction methods such as described in Section IV.A.2. 

• LL-components are prolonged straight line segments. 
These objects are too long to be extracted directly. They 
result from the perceptual grouping concept good 
continuation. 

• A-components are preferably rectangular angle objects. 
They are constructed from two LL-components. 
Rectangularity is not among the classical perceptual 
grouping concepts. However it is useful for building 
recognition.  

• R-components are salient rows of bright scatterers. 
These objects are a very strong hint for building 
structures in high-resolution SAR images. They result 
from the perceptual grouping concepts good 
continuation and similarity. 

•  Sy-components are symmetrically arranged pairs of A-
components. They result from the perceptual grouping 
concepts symmetry. This is known to be one of the 
strongest Gestalt principles of human perception. 

• C-components are clusters of consistent such Sy-
components. So they follow again the perceptual 
grouping concept proximity. Here however this is 
proximity in the space of symmetry axis. 

 

In Fig. 1 the 
example system is 
presented as 
production net. 
Circular nodes 
represent the 
productions while 
elongated nodes 
represent component 
names. Such 
visualization helps 
the system designer 
understanding or 
explaining what the 
semantic connection 
between the objects 
is. In this respect it 
resembles a semantic 
network. However, it 
also indicates 
constraints on the 

workflow. In this respect it resembles a Petri-net: Connections 
are always flowing from a component-class to a production and 
from a production to a component-class. Interesting properties 
of this declarative representation can be seen at first glance 
such as the minimal serial depth, the presence of cycles etc. 
Also the combinatorial structure can be seen giving important 
hints for assessing the presumable computational complexity.  

C. Accumulating Control 

Listing all admissible productions for a given set of 
primitive components and given production system is not 
feasible in most cases. Instead, working-elements are formed 
for each component instance c. Such a working-elements has 
the form of a triple h= (ha, hi, hp) where 0< ha<1 is an 
assessment of c, hi is an index or pointer allowing access to c 
and hp denotes an index or pointer to a production (initially set 
to nil). Based on this notation, the following interpretation 
cycle can be formulated: 

1) The working-elements are ordered according to the 
assessment ha in a queue. The best n hypotheses are chosen. 
For each of these 2) is performed. 
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2a) If hp = nil then all those productions are chosen, which 
contain an object of the same class as c on their left hand side. 
h is then replaced by clones of it with the corresponding indices 
hp, where the assessment of those newly introduced hypotheses 
may be altered according to different importance of different 
productions. c is then called triggering object of h. 

2b) Else there is a production to which hp points with a 
corresponding right hand side object r. With this object there is 
a construction method  which takes the triggering object c as 

fixed. It queries the actual set of components for the missing 
parts of the left hand side of the production hp which fulfill the 

constraint . Thus, the construction method  may result in 

none, one or even many possible objects r. For all of these 
objects, new initial hypotheses are added to the queue. Thus – 
while the number of components is always rising – the number 
of working-elements in the queue may rise or fall. 

3) While the queue is not empty, one may continue with 
step 1) or stop and return the current configuration as result. 
This result will be identical to the final unique solution, if the 
queue is empty. Otherwise, the current set of components will 
only resemble an approximate solution. An UML-state diagram 
of this interpretation cycle is given in Figure 3. 

Dispatcher

[HypoType non nil]

[loop done]

[HypoType = nil]

/ admissibleHypoTypes

[next WorkingElement]

[Queue not empty and external criterion = nil]

[else]

check external criterion

construct new Components

Forerach WorkingElement
of best N

Foreach primitive Component: construct
WorkingElement; set HypoType = nil

delete WorkingElement

 {And}

 {Or}

construct new WorkingElements;
set HypoType=nil

admissible HypoTyps
: CCompTypCollection

[found]

update Queue
Foreach HypoType clone WorkingElement with admissible

combination HypoType, PartnerType, ContextType

insert new Components in DB

sort according to assessments

start
Typs admissible combitations

active - partner - context - hypothesis

   P        P               -                 Sc

   L        L               -                 LL

   LL      L               -                 LL

   LL      LL             -                 A

   LL      -               Sc               R 

   Sc      -               LL               R

   Sc     R               -                  R

   R       Sc             -                  R

   A      A               -                 Sy

   Sy    Sy              -                 C

   

 
Figure 3.  UML-state-diagram of the accumulating control scheme of GESTALT 
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Figure 6.  User interface of the GESTALT-system showing the current 

status of interpretation 

a)  

b)   

c)  d)  

Figure 4.  a) A high resolution SAR image; b) a section from it and 
filtered versions: c) opening d) closing 

Figure 6 shows the graphical user interface that is displayed 
on the screen during the dispatch run. It shows a statistic on the 
current assessment values in the upper right section. Note, that 
this usually has a strong bias to badly assessed objects (below 
0.2). This is intentionally made in order to prefer depth in the 
search early. Below the assessment curve the statistics of the 
current object numbers are displayed.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS  

Experiments with a collection of high-resolution SAR-
images indicate robust and promising behavior of the proposed 
GESTALT system. 

Figure 4 shows one of the images of a collection SAR 
images taken by the airborne PAMIR system of FGAN-FHR. 
In spot mode this airborne images can have even decimeter 
resolution. In order to apply the GESTALT-system primitive 
components have to be extracted from such pictorial data.  

 

A. Extracting Primitive Components 

A variety of techniques are applicable for the extraction 

from or the segmentation of the raw data. Usually it is also 

advisable to apply iconic filter operations in order to enhance 

the structures on which the analysis is based and to reduce 

noise which would otherwise unnecessarily burden the 

subsequent search.  

1) Iconic Preprocessing: Next to noise reduction some 

filters may also be used to enhance those features that are 

important for the task at hand. Among the many possibilities – 

such as LoG, diffusion filters or tensor voting [7] – 

morphological filtering is of particular interest for the kind of 

data processed here [16]. While most interest today 

concentrates on self dual filtering in order to treat bright and 

dark structure equally, for this particular task we know in 

advance that the building features to be extracted usually 

appear bright in SAR imagery. Therefore we can use 

morphological opening and closing. Figure 4 shows a small 

section of our example image in a) and the filtered versions in 

c) and d). Both reduce noise, but while opening almost 

perfectly isolates the bright spots, closing bridges the gaps and 

thus enhances the line structures. Bright spots or lines result 

from metallic or rectangular construction details on buildings 

that cause salient strong backscattering. 

2) Spot Filtering: Object components P are extracted from 

the opened (and reduced) image by using a comparison filter 

and a threshold. Originally this filter has been deviced for 

Data from the thermal spectral domain [8]. However, it proved 

very usefull to extract salient bright scatters on high resolution 

SAR-imagery as well. Figure 8a shows the P-components 

extracted from the image shown in Figures 4a) respectivly 4c). 

3) Squared Averaged Gradient: Object components L are 

extracted from the closed (and tiled) image by using the 

squared averaged gradient [4] and a threshold. This filter 

requires three convolutions. It results in a 2x2 matrix for each 
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pixel. Where the rank of this matrix is one, a line component 

is present. The resulting L-components are given in Figure 8b. 

 

 

B. The systems behaviour in time 

 

Once the primitives are extracted the interpretation cycle can 

be started. Table I shows the numbers of the different 

components as they evolve in time, while Figure 10 displays 

two states which were rather arbitrarily chosen. Symmetry 

cluster components are drawn in yellow and all salient row 
components with more than five members are given in white. 

The major symmetry axis of the building is found rather 
early. And also the grouping of the salient scatterer rows starts 
at the desired locations. The second major symmetry axis 
appears a little later as more and more features of the building 
participate in the grouping process. 

TABLE I.  TEMPORAL DYNAMICS OF A GESTALT-SYSTEM 

Statistics of component numbers 
Cycles 

P Sc L LL R A Sy C 

10.000 4275 619 5272 624 2052 219 4 1 

20.000 4275 820 5272 881 4293 498 4 1 

30.000 4275 820 5272 1031 7073 952 25 7 

40.000 4275 820 5272 1118 10907 1068 41 14 

50.000 4275 820 5272 1157 15366 1085 42 14 

 

 

However, also false symmetry cues start to appear. These 
can probably be eliminated on a higher level reasoning state 
following the grouping process. Concerning the row 
components, the process on the structures of the central 
building seams to be saturated after 30.000 cycles. New rows 
are beginning to be grouped outside on other buildings.  

a)  

b)  

Figure 10.  Result: a) after 10.000 cycles; b) after 50.000cycles 

 

a)  

b)  

Figure 8.  Feature Extractiom: a) P-components; b) L-components 
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V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The presented experiments indicate robust and promising 
behavior of the proposed GESTALT system. However, there 
are numerous issues still to be addressed. The MATALB 
implementation on which this contribution is based is only an 
intermediate solution. It is too slow and still scales badly with 
rising numbers of component instances. A re-implementation 
of the system in object oriented and machine independent 
manner is under way. It is most important to include hashing 
mechanisms or other content-addressing techniques from data-
banking into the productions in order speed up the search for 
potential partner components. In the preceding “blackboard” 
version of our work there used to be even special hardware for 
this purpose which was connected to the VAX-workstations 
[14]. The current implementation endeavor explicitly considers 
several possibilities for parallelization including data-banking 
mechanisms as well as consideration of FPGA-realizations.  

Extremely important are graphical user interfaces for the 
parameter adjustment for the predicates and functions in the 
productions and also debugging tools which are constantly 
improved. There will also be a graphical user interface for the 
interactive design of new production-nets using a prefabricated 
pool of component definitions and productions. 

Another important issue of ongoing research is the 
semantics of production-nets as used in the GESTALT-system. 
We see a trade-off between efficiency of the interpretation 
search and its formal soundness, which we see as prerequisite 
for such systems to have a meaning at all [11]. The dispatcher 
is modeled as inference machine for approximating meaning. 
This will require a result on convergence of the approximate 
solutions to the final true meaning. Practice – such as with this 
SAR-image interpreter – indicates, however, that solutions are 
best after some intermediate run-time and degrade later. So 
there also remains a lot of theory to be studied.  

Repetitive structure, symmetry, good continuation etc. are 
very general concepts of human perception. Our contemporary 
automation proposal given above is quite preliminary and far 
too rigid.  A real future cognitive perception machine should be 
able to recognize such properties everywhere – even if they 
occur unexpectedly. 
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